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Moderator André Choquet: If you could please sit down, we’ll start our session now. As you entered you noticed
that Steve was distributing some little keypads, you’re going to need that during the session, so if you don’t have
one, maybe you can walk by to the front and grab one. By the way this is not a gift for participating in this ses-
sion so they should be returned at the end of the session.

Welcome to the session Quantifying Unquantifiable Risks. This is by far, in my view, the most exciting ses-
sion at this annual meeting. If you are here because you think this title doesn’t make any sense and you want to
see how we will get out of this one, well it shows that the power of advertisement works. My name is André
Choquet and I’ve been chairing the CIA Enterprise Risk Management Committee since August of 2007. Just by
show of hands, how many of you knew the existence of an ERM Applications Committee at the CIA before you
got my email last week? Few of you, some members of our committee I noticed. So just let me take two minutes
to tell you a little bit about our committee and what we do. Hope this is going to work, yes. The ERM Applications
Committee is really a branding committee, our mandate broadly is to promote the applications of actuarial sci-
ence to enterprise risk management and to market actuaries as knowledgeable experts in this field and this will be
done by focusing in four areas: first, identify needs and develop marketing or educational material for within and

outside the profession, number two, to create opportunities to engage in a dialog with employer groups, invest-
ment groups and other professional associations, three, identifying needs for new research in the field of enterprise
risk management that will draw attention to the work of actuaries and four, communicating existing research and
case studies of work in the field through various media like this meeting or webcast or through CIA website.

We’ll also work in tandem with the joint risk management section of the SOA, CIA, CAS and with the re-
search committee of the CIA and the research section of the SOA. Initiatives on the go include: the risk assessment
of the CIA that we’re going to do this morning and also we’re working on a booklet targeted to directors and sen-
ior management of companies but also that will be very usual to actuaries in understanding what ERM is all about.
You can get involved by sharing your ERM experiences, sharing suggestions, by sending me anything at my ad-
dress on the CIA membership directory. And also you can get just interested, if you have clients in various indus-
tries trying to understand the risks that they’re facing in their own industry and the challenges that they’re facing.

These are the members of our committee, there’s a wide variety of background from life insurance to consulting
to regulators, research. We also have another group of about 12 individuals that act as our advisory board and they’re
also dedicated to see ERM grow and we will call upon them sometimes to review some communication material
or some work on specific projects. At this point I would like to thank the organizing committee who put the five
sessions that you will be attending over the last two days and today. So we had Doug Brooks, Mariève Tétreault,



and Sean Russell and myself and also I’d like to thank Jean-Yves Rioux for moderating a session and all the speak-
ers also who generously took time off of their busy schedule to come here and speak to us about ERM.

So, onto the session for today. I am now pleased to introduce you to our panel, made up of two individuals

with a wide array of expertise and a plethora of life experiences. Steve Taylor is the President, CEO and a major
shareholder at Resolver Inc. Since assuming control of Resolver, Steve has implemented a strategy focused on de-
livering a compliance and risk management solution to mid and large cap (ph) public companies as well as other
companies that wish to embrace ERM. The company’s products suite has grown from several PC-based collabo-
ration tools to include a web-based enterprise risk management suite that supports multiple aspects of Sarbanes
Oxley and Bill 198 compliance in enterprise risk. The company continues to grow new and existing relationships
with companies like TD Bank, Canadian Tire, Wal-Mart, Deloitte Ernst and Young, PWC, Protiviti, Interest,
BDO, Colin Barrow and Grant Thornton. Steve graduated in 1991 from the University of New Brunswick with
an Honours Bachelors of Arts, and a Major in Philosophy.

And next to me is Ted Mercer who’s a business development executive at Resolver. Ted qualified as a Chartered
Accountant with KPMG in Toronto and over the course of five years with the firm he worked in the external
audit practice inToronto and Sydney, Australia and in the management advisory services in London, UK. His work
in the management advisory services practice include, advising clients in corporate governance and enterprise risk
management and managing internal audit engagements. Ted left KPMG to work in the Sarbanes Oxley unit au-
diting the investment banking division at Morgan Stanley in London. At Resolver, he applies his previous ac-
counting experience at interpreting the needs of his clients and assists them in understanding how leveraging
technology can improve their corporate governance risk management and compliance processes.

So both these guys told me they didn’t know any actuaries before meeting me so I went on to explain to them
like all the mathematical models we build, the financial systems we try to understand and secure for generations
to come, the control cycles, the different types of valuations we do, and they read the material I sent to them and
still after that they still wanted to come here and present to us. So it shows, it’s a testimony of their dedication. So
you guys may not know any actuaries but after this session I’m sure you’ll know them.

(Yes, that’s right, exactly). So, sans plus tarder, je laisse la parole à Steve Taylor. Steve?

Speaker Steve Taylor:Merci. That might be a little bit, I have a pretty loud voice, so I probably don’t even need
the mike. Some people were given these little voting devices on the way in, I know some people came in, there’s a
few late comers that don’t have one yet, so if you put up your hand I can just quickly get these distributed.

(maybe hand one back behind you there)
So André mentioned this is not a gift from me to you and it’s really besides what we’re going to do with it today,

it’s extremely useless anyway, it doesn’t work your TV, it doesn’t do anything, you can’t phone people with it
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7, you already gave yours back, laughter)

So André contacted us and asked us to display some of the real sort of techniques that we use with our clients
in terms of enterprise risk management and so, we have a bit of a presentation to give, we’ll talk about (I think I
have enough there, can you pass them out? OK great) so between these lengthy bios and handing out of the key-
pads, time’s almost up so better get going.

Thanks very much, André thank you very much for the opportunity, thanks to all of you for coming today.
As I was saying, André has asked us to make this a bit more of a sort of a true breakout or workshop session, which
is why we brought the keypads versus us just showing a bunch of PowerPoint slides and telling you about what
happens, we’re actually going to do a little bit of a live kind of risk workshop and we actually started that before
today, some of you were sent a link to a risk survey and the actual risk assessment that we’re doing is on the CIA
itself, what are the risks to your association? We thought that would be sort of a fun way to expose you to a risk
assessment and some of the insights that can come out of that. Hopefully nothing that comes out of it scares any-
body too much, so we did a web-based survey and we have the results of that and we’ll get to those in a little while,
then we’re going to do sort of a live workshop here and we’ll be able to, you know, hopefully by the end of that
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workshop, get some agreement and consensus amongst the group about what the key risks of the association are.
And even if we have time, get to what we might be able to do about some of those risks and show you how that
risk assessment process can translate into actual risk management. So that’s sort of the brief outline of what we want

to do, we thought though that we’d start it off by, if you want to jump into the slides, I think there’s a lot of builds
on the slides so, excuse me.

So we’re going to do a quick overview of risk management, we have one I think neat slide that describes what
risk management means to us. We’re going to show you a case study of how a real company uses some of the tech-
niques on a obviously much bigger scale than the sort of 50 of us are going to do it today, I’ll talk about some best
practices that we’ve seen over the years and you know these are things that we’ve learned, there’s other people that
do a lot of these things and have their own sort of tricks and techniques, but these seem pretty tried, tested and
true to us. And then we’re going to get in the actual risk assessment itself.

So this, oops sorry, OK, that one doesn’t have a build, yes, that’s a little preview, one more, back, OK, I’ll tell
you what that brief glimpse of the iceberg that you got means. A lot of times companies, even companies that do
do risk assessment, they think they have an understanding of their risks until they get down deeper, below that sort
of concept of below the iceberg is where the real danger is. And what’s happening down in that sort of deeper part
of the iceberg, there’s a couple of things: it’s not necessary that there’s more risk but a lot of times what companies
fail to do is try understand what the relationships between different risks are. So if this one occurs and this one
occurs at the same time, does that change our assessment of how severe this risk could be? Or does the occurrence
of this one make the occurrence of this one somehow suddenly a lot more likely? A very simplistic example if I look
at you know at a software company like my own, today I might say loss of key personnel is rated at, let say, a three
out of five. Then I find out, that there’s a new competitor the next day and that new competitor is gunning for
my people OK?, so I had a risk of new competition which actually occurred and now, my rating of loss of key peo-
ple has changed as well because they know I’ve got the best people so of course they’re coming after them. If you
can imagine that small sort of dynamic expanded over a large bank or a large insurance company, obviously, you
see that without understanding those inter-relationships between the risks, you really don’t have a good under-
standing of what can actually occur with the risk. OK.

This is some interesting stats from Deloitte and Touche: 50% of global Fortune 1,000 companies that at
some point had a 20% share hit and that hit happened in less than a month, so it’s a very steep dramatic decline
and some never really recover from that drop. Most of the time, those losses were due to an interaction of differ-
ent risks occurring not from a single event. Actually, the other point there, is that usually these are the low likeli-
hood risks, so we’re going to see how we’re going to rate risks on likelihood and impact and you’ll get the top right
quadrant where OK, that’s where we’ve got to work but those low likelihood risks are often the ones that people
sort of don’t deal with as well and those are the ones that come up to bite companies. Another point I think that
came out of this is the silo approach to risks, we’re not going to get into that much today, I have a whole other
presentation going on for hours about this but you guys will know, I mean, in a sense you guys are a risk silo and
I’m not being critical but that’s the reality of it. You have actuaries, you could have an ERM group inside of your
company that you guys don’t interact with that much, I’m not saying that’s the case, but we’ve certainly seen that’s
the case a lot, there’s risk management going on with it, maybe the Sarbanes Oxley team and audit is a form of
risk management entity and we’re definitely seeing these things start to come together more and I think the topic
that André has come up with and this whole idea of ERM in the actuarial profession is very timely because every-
body is sort of turning to the center and saying OK well we’re dealing with risks, you guys are dealing with risks
where do we find the synergies? Where can we learn from each other and do a better job.

I’m supposed to be doing like, 30 seconds per slide, so I knew this would happen, OK, we’ll get into the case
study. This is one of our clients, they use the survey software that some of you used beforehand and they also used
the voting software that we’re going to show you and use soon. The way they do risk management is, I think a great
way to do it because it starts with their corporate strategy, so, they have a strategy that starts at the top, it’s driven
down to segment level strategies and they actually have three sort of major segments. Those strategic plans are
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pushed down to the actual business unit levels, and the business units and they say, if that’s the strategy then our
objectives this year need to be this in order to help fulfill this strategy. Once they know what their objectives are,
that’s when they say, OK if that’s our objective what are our risks? And the way they define risks is what could keep

us from meeting that objective. OK? So the risk assessment process is not this stand-alone thing where we say well
what are our risks? It actually is flushed straight out of the strategic plan and therefore theoretically helps ensure
that the strategic plan is met.

Not every company does that, I can tell you, most don’t, so if we can keep going. So part of the challenge for
them as well is just size, right? So you’re dealing with 10’s of thousands of employees they really were looking to
determine a way to get out to the right number of people, and get the risks back into that strategic planning
process. At one point they were doing live sessions like what we’re going to do today, 60 of those a year and you’d
have between ten and 20 people going to each of these sessions. You can just imagine the logistics, organizing, just
try to organize that many meetings, forget that it’s a risk management meeting which is sometimes, sometimes peo-
ple don’t want to go to those as much as other meetings. They were finding it difficult to keep the program in play.
So, I think we can, I’m trying to …right. So what they did is, these slides are sort of backwards actually, what they
did is they took a big chunk of the sessions that were being done with Resolver ballot and they started to do those
online with Resolver net. They still do the ballot sessions, they tend to do those at a bit of a higher level, once they’ve
been able to gather a little bit more data from a wider set of people with Resolver net. So if we go to the second
slide, this is where they really changed things around quite a bit. So now they can get to a larger group, the sec-
ond point there, fewer attendees at the live sessions, just meant time savings for them, they were able to take the
workshop time down from three hours to sometimes an hour and when you know, mostly what you’re doing is
asking the business to participate in this risk process, anything you can do to make that easier for them, make it
less interruptive because they generally have other stuff they have to do, that’s going to be greatly appreciated. So
it’s a big win to get those workshops down from three hours to an hour. The other thing is, sorry just one other
point there, the other thing is with the voting you’ll see I mean basically we’re voting on risks that have been pre-
defined. Now if we generate risks in the discussions, we can type them in, the online process though encourages
OK, here’s the risk we’d like you to assess but what other risks do you think that we face? Are we kidding ourselves
here basically? And the other thing is there’s a lot of flexibility just amongst different stakeholders. Go to the third
step there. So and this actually, just so you know, this was developed by the client, this deck, so their reaction to
the change, and what they felt they got out of the change, is better understanding of risks at that segment level
and at that business unit level, better consensus around the high level risks, and now what actions are needed and
we’ll show you how that works a little bit as well.

They really are using the assessment results across all the business units, segments in the bank, they feel they
operated in what they consider a no surprise environment I mean obviously that’s an ideal, it can never be com-
pletely true but they really also believe that it’s actually affecting the performance of the bank as they say move to
a more proactive approach to risks, they deal with them before they happen and everybody knows once you’re re-
acting to a risk that’s occurred it can be expensive and damaging and dangerous and everything else.

Here are some of the best practices that we’ve kind of learned over the years. One is, define your goals. We
have sort of five areas of risk assessment that we’ve looked at: depth, reach, speed, accuracy, integration and I’ve
been talking about some of this stuff already. We’ll start with reach. Are you involving a smaller team or many peo-
ple across your organization? Are your participants at one level i.e. management or across another level? OK, so
again some of the techniques that we’re talking about let you get out to a broader set where it used to be, maybe
you have the management get together and have a workshop. In terms of speed, how quickly can you get the as-
sessment done? It’s important obviously for a number of reasons. If it’s part of the strategic plan it can hold it up,
the actual assessment process you don’t want that to be too cumbersome with your people. Accuracy: are you get-
ting the right questions to the right people? do you have responses from enough people that have an accurate
view? Integration: this is an interesting one here, going back to that point of moving away from the silos, are your
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risks and controls commonly named across your organization in order to integrate results with other divisions or
look for efficiencies?

We see a lot of companies where audit, Sarbanes Oxley or ERM are actually looking at the dates, same risks

from different views and they maybe calling them something slightly different but they’re asking the same ques-
tions. There’s a huge opportunity there to eliminate that duplication of effort. And then back to the top, will it be
focussed on one area or on multiple areas? And we do see sometimes people go deep on something like a fraud risk
assessment or an operational risk assessment versus trying to get broader sort of high level maybe entity level of
understanding the risks. Go to the next one. I mean, I spoke to this a little bit, because I know I’m falling behind,
I won’t spend too much time on this but, you know the idea here is you know broad versus focus and you have
so, one concept is a bunch of risk categories for one location, or many risk categories for all locations, one risk cat-
egory one location. And if you’ve done a high level risk assessment that says, you know, this is where we’ve got par-
ticular danger then you may decide to get extremely deep on one area, and the last one there, in the bottom right,
one risk category across all locations so a fraud risk assessment across the board or a particular area of fraud across
the board.

Here’s a couple of well, two strategies really for getting to including many risk categories, strategic risk, credit
risk, there’s a whole bunch of them there, yes thanks, so you have a scenario where you give all the risks to every-
body OK? But you understand that probably people don’t know much about some of them in which case they’re
allowed to opt out in the way that the session is designed is that they can just essentially not answer the ones they
don’t know about. Or you do a lot of work up front and say, I really only want to ask you about risks around HR
and I really only want to ask you about risks around marketing. I don’t know if that’s what I would do but, there’s
really two ways to design the session and you could target the risks to the people that know about them or you
can involve more people. The benefit in the first one is sometimes you get insights from people that you didn’t ex-
pect, so just because they’re not a HR expert or marketing expert, they may have some strong ideas about risks that
exist in those categories. Then, we’re going to talk about three different forms for the risk assessments today, we’re
going to do the actual voting workshop. Excuse me, but risks are evaluated at one-to-one so you have, you’re the
risk owner, you’re evaluating your risk and that’s been reported up OK? That’s very common, the second, go to
the next slide, the second is, the idea of the workshop, so this is collaborative risk assessment. And you’ll see today
we’re going to vote on a risk and I’ve seen some amazing things in these workshops where you have a super aligned
management team and they rule the world, and the first risk comes up and they all vote and they’re all over the
map and everybody freezes and they go whoa wait a minute and usually the president sort of starts squirming
around because he knows what he voted and he’s like whoa wait a minute it’s supposed to be anonymous but he
says, who voted that too? Right? The idea is now, OK, the group can start to feed information in and it’s really
kind of psuedoanonumous because a lot of times people will say, you know, they’ll stand up for their vote and they’ll
say, well OK I voted it too I know you think we have the best HR policies in the world but in fact we don’t and
here’s why. And then the group can re-vote so it’s iterative, the anonymity of it brings ideas in that might not come
in, it’s iterative and by the end you have a greater degree of consensus on the risk. Sometimes you don’t have con-
sensus but at least you know OK, we don’t have consensus on this one, let’s put it aside and we’ll come back to it.
And then the third is, which we mentioned as well in the case study, is getting out to a broader group via the in-
ternet, and that’s quite common, most like, most global Fortune 1000 companies now do a number of different
types of risk surveys over the web on a fairly regular basis. I guess the key to those first three is picking the right
one depending on what you’re trying to achieve.

This is an important one here is, clarifying the criteria. What we’ve seen is the companies that spend more
time blowing out the criteria and making them really clear so when I say impact is high, what do I mean? If I say
likelihood is low what does that mean? Really trying to flush that out makes for more successful workshops or sur-
veys. We have one client I know that spent 75% of the workshop going through the definition of every risk, going
through each criteria and then they vote for 25% of the workshop, that’s extreme but that investment at the be-
ginning of the session is very powerful.
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The workshop environment, we’ll see if we live up to these standards ourselves today but, obviously the
anonymity is an important part of the workshop. There are companies that don’t agree with that and they’re com-
panies that, and again these are our best practices, there are companies that don’t believe in the voting software,

and they believe that, you know, we’ll have a nice facilitated round table discussion, people can raise their hands
in terms of, you know, where they’re voting, they write everything down and there’s some merit to that, I mean,
you’re trying to engage in a more real dialogue initially but what we’ve found is, over the course of many years, that
giving the people that first chance to vote anonymously gets the discussion going a lot more quickly actually. The
other point there is, actually I found this software very frustrating when I first got involved in it because I’m not
the sort of guy who wants to sort of win the argument in the meeting and no, no, no it’s got to be this way and
you know OK let’s vote and like I talk for ten minutes and everybody is still voting the other way so, it’s sort of
the power of the democracy and I’ve seen it a lot, I’ve seen people get very frustrated by the fact that it kind of takes
away that influence and also relief from others that have been working with somebody for a long time is that way.
So you know, that’s pretty good, yes. Yes, just slap them all down just so I know everything that’s on here. This is
sort of what I was talking about and this is classic Steve Taylor presenting so I was talking about this three slides
ago but you know, basically the idea of the iterative vote, so sometimes we vote, it looks like we all agree, we move
on. Certainly heard that comment about these types of workshops that sometimes oh we agreed we knew we
agreed and can go on and not talk about it for an hour even though we already agreed on it. So usually, usually
though that doesn’t happen there’s a little bit of confusion and then there’s a re-vote. There we go, yes, yes, so the
nice thing is you again, see the results as they happen so today as we’re voting on the risks of the CIA, you’ll ac-
tually see in real-time, you won’t be given a report later, while we can provide a report later but you’ll be seeing in
real time what the association believes its challenges are or aren’t. OK? yes, that’s it right? yes?

So Ted is going to operate Resolver ballots for us, you all have the keypads, hopefully they haven’t been lost
yet, I’ll be standing by the door to, you’re not getting out of here with those, pardon? You’re driving big guy, so we
sent, how many people did we send out the survey to?

U-M: About 50 people.

Speaker Taylor: About 50? So thank you to the two of you that filled it out, I’m just kidding, it was actually not
bad for these things, it was short time frame, we decided to do the survey in advance of this to get this sort of
glimpse and then it would have been interesting is we’ll be able to vote with a larger group here and maybe dis-
cuss couple of the risks and then see how, you know, see how close that first blush from the survey. So what’s in-
teresting is the sort of highest likelihood, highest impact was the difficulty of recruiting, second was the declining
influence of the profession, can you blow the text on…and we’re going likelihood this way, I usually like to do it
the other way but, I usually put… doesn’t matter, so we’re going likelihood this way and impact this way. So this
is interesting here, competition from other, is that like other associations, professional bodies, lack of opportuni-
ties, how do we define that one? Opportunities for actuarial professionals,

U-M: Lack of opportunities at traditional employers of actuaries, and relegation of actuaries in technical roles

Speaker Taylor: That was based on consolidation, you know, the more insurance companies and banks that get
swallowed up, then the less of them there are and then maybe they don’t need as many actuaries. So before we get
into the voting, does anybody have any violent reactions to any of those higher level risks being squared that way?
Does anybody really agree with any of those things? Or really disagree with any of those things? If you guys don’t
start just coming up with stuff, I will just randomly pick people and make them speak.

(Laughter)
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U-M: Do you think we can go through the risk for those who haven’t seen them?

Speaker Taylor: Should we go through the…yes, let’s go through them, we’re doing well. So we understand the
first risk, the second one is new fields ERM etc…being pursued by other professional associations OK? So we
know for sure, I know, we work with a lot of CA’s. I brought one with me for backup when I found out how many

actuaries there were here. (laughter) They’re pushing big time into ERM. Most of the consultants in the big four
ERM are CA’s. The legal profession is pushing into risk management from the compliance management angle so
that’s a valid one at least from the little I’ve seen. The third one, I’ve no idea if that’s the case, government ignores
actuaries for creation of new roles, so are you in the policy discussion? Are you vocal enough in terms of interna-
tional developments?

U-M: (off mike) We defined those risks from a downsized(ph) perspective so they were defined in a way that the
CIA doesn’t get involved, for example, on the international scene that there would be like a downside consequence

Speaker Taylor: Number six is it an appealing profession to young people?

U-M: That was the highest ranked risk as well, impact and likelihood.

Speaker Taylor:What it?

U-M: (off mike) [That’s the attraction] (ph)

Speaker Taylor: Increased government intrusion, meddling into things that actuaries have traditionally dealt with,
a lawsuit, incomplete or outdated standards, practice….

U-M: (off mike) If the government ignores things international like the IFRS let’s say. It doesn’t have to be the ??.

Speaker Taylor: It’s not just Canadian, yes, I think there’s bigger moving parts out there that… IFRS, great ex-
ample of that. Yes so, incomplete, outdated standards, I’m sort of letting you guys read these but major financial
firm becomes insolvent. I’d probably would rate the likelihood a little differently now then say, 12 months ago I
guess. Member data inadvertently released or accessed. Decrease in volunteerism leading to lower number of speak-

ers at meetings. Professional dues not to keep up with expenses. Events such as annual and general meetings no
longer financially sustainable, and then that last one shouldn’t be in ballot(ph) but we basically said in the survey
”Are there any other risks that you can think of.” I’m not sure if we got some any submitted?

U-M: ?? Yeah.

Speaker Taylor:We got a few. OK, so that’s what we’ve got from the survey. So I’m curious is anything there that
people really have a strong reaction to or does that seem, that feel pretty, feel pretty good?

U-M: Any surprise by the top two on the right: difficulty recruiting or declining influence of the profession. Any
comments on that?

U-M: I’m surprised at that.

(laughs)
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Speaker Taylor: You’re surprised on the influence one?

U-M: Yes that there’s a high likelihood, that means that we, well I don’t want to use the word afraid, but we think
that there’s the high likelihood. I would imagine that the impact once there is a declining influence an impact would
be great, yes, but the fact that the likelihood of that is perceived to be high.

Speaker Taylor: That surprised me. It’s already happening.

U-M: That’s the group saying that the influence is declining which is, I’m…

U-M: But again that would be national or international, right?

Speaker Taylor: Hmmhmm.

U-M: I wonder if there is somebody from the academia in the crowd that could comment on whether they think
it’s a high likelihood in terms of difficulty of recruiting new members.

U-M: (off mike) I think there’s a lot of international influences [and maybe it’s going to challenge our current ??
… the international pressures].

U-M: (off mike) There’s also some selection going on here. I mean people who registered for this session instead
of the other sessions that are going on at the same time are people who are interested in ERM and ERM is an area
that we are trying to facilitate as a growth area and people interested in a growth area are likely to be people who
are worried about declines in the [rest of our influence] (ph) We’re voting that way because…

Speaker Taylor: That’s why you’re here, yes.

U-M:That’s why we’re here because we’re worried about stuff like that. The guys who are over looking at valuation
are not seeing any decline [in influence. They just ?? away at the stuff that they’re good at, and that they like doing.]

Speaker Taylor: Excellent point.

U-M: The sample is biased. It must be.

Speaker Taylor:OK, why don’t we do some voting? OK so there is a little button that says vote now so when we
say to vote, if you vote before that, it won’t take it. So we’re voting on, you can see what we’re voting on impact
here, and this is the idea of lack of opportunity based on things like regulations of actuaries to narrow technical
roles in the fields.

U-M: Can you give a little clarification about what the impact is intended apply to… Why do we have these five
descriptors and so “severe impact” is “severe impact on what or whom?”

Speaker Taylor: Yes, so the impact is on the association, try to limit to that and catastrophic would be the asso-
ciation would cease to exist, severe would be it’s threatened, it would be sort of a…

Moderator Choquet: I mean, those qualificators, I mean you’re going to see they’re the same for all the risks but
like Steve is saying, think about from the point of view of the impact on the CIA as an organization.
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U-M: (off mike) ?? I think that it’s important to emphasize that we’re talking about traditional employers, right? I
mean, you’ve given ??. There are new fields opening up to Actuaries but that’s not what we are talking about.

U-M: No, this is traditional employers, yes.

Speaker Taylor: So I’d close it out when you get around 40. We’ve registered sixty, but we… Right.

Speaker Ted Mercer: Has everyone voted who wants to? Last chance. A couple more there. OK. Three, two, one.

Speaker Taylor: OK, so that’s a fairly significant one.

Speaker Mercer: Should we just go through them all, then discuss them and come back?

Speaker Taylor: Why don’t we do some voting and then look for ones where we have some broader disagree-
ment. Because we don’t really have time for a full blown…

Speaker Mercer: So this is the likelihood side of the same question, how likely do you think it is that there’s a
lack of opportunities? Voting is open.

U-M: Technical question. Just out of curiosity, one vote I select, voted two and then said no, no wait I meant three.

Speaker Taylor: Click three and it’ll replace the vote, until he hits stops at which point then you’re in.

U-M: But I can only vote once right?

Speaker Taylor: Correct. Those personality type that ask, they’re trying to figure out, can I get five votes in there?

(laughter)

U-M: But that’s crucial. You don’t want my opinion more than others. Possibly less, but not more.

(laughter)

Speaker Mercer: Last chance for voting. Next is “new fields being pursued by other professional associations
while Actuaries...”

Speaker Taylor: You’re on the old…

Speaker Mercer: Thank you. So ”new fields being pursued by other professional associations while actuaries
remain on the sideline.” This is the impact vote, so similar to the first one: minor, moderate, major, severe,
catastrophic.

Speaker Taylor: ERM, I mean I don’t know what the other examples are, you’d know better, but ERM is just one
example we provide and we’re talking about today, but I assume they’re other areas you could be pushing into.

Moderator Choquet: This is a good example of, you know, how a risk, you know, there’s a double side to risks,
there’s the downside and an upside. I know that at Resolver, we often talk about risks and opportunities when you
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talk to clients and for us actuaries we know that you know that there’s two sides to risk so this could have been
phrased another way by saying, you know, what are the risks of actuaries entering into new fields, which would
be more like an opportunity but these are all phrased for voting purposes, they’re phrased as downside risks.

Speaker Taylor: OK, that might be good…

Speaker Mercer: Last chance?

Speaker Taylor: People just may not want to vote on some of them.

Speaker Mercer: So now we have the likelihood of the same risk. So vote now.

Speaker Taylor: That’s all.

Speaker Mercer: So another professional body performs work traditionally undertaken by actuaries. The impact
is this vote.

Moderator Choquet: So maybe those in the marriage breakdown field would relate to that sentence…

U-M:… Once it does happen, what is the ??

Speaker Mercer: OK, last chance for a vote. The likelihood of that, vote now.

Speaker Mercer: OK, last chance. I think we have 48 people so, so this is the impact of government ignoring
actuaries for the creation of new roles or on public policy issues. The other way to term this would be, CIA not
being a big enough lobbyist. OK, last chance to vote. And the likelihood of the same issue? OK, last chance.
Here we are.

So this is impact of the CIA as a silent participant in international developments and is not recognized in-
ternationally as a strong actuarial body. Last chance to vote. And the likelihood of the same issue of international
participation of the CIA. Last chance.

And then we have the impact of bright university graduates with pertinent business and communication skills
choosing more popular professions.

U-M: That’s assuming that CIA is not popular.

U-M: I know, it’s very negative.

Speaker Taylor: It should say choosing other professions (laughter) It’s kind of like a leading…

U-M: Like accounting?

Speaker Mercer: Last chance?

Speaker Taylor: If you guys know any good CA jokes by the way, you can totally gang up on this guy

(Laughter)
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Speaker Mercer: And likelihood of the same issue, how likely is it that you won’t get new university graduates
into the profession? Having said that I think a lot of these risks could apply very similarly to the CA profession,
especially this one. Last chance to vote.

So this is the voting on the impact of increased government intrusion in matters traditionally under the
purview of the actuarial profession, example, professional standards. Last chance to vote. Thank you.

And likelihood of the same issue for government intrusion. How much is the government actually intruding
on your areas of your purview? Last chance to vote. OK.

And the next is the impact of a lawsuit against a CIA member affecting the reputation of actuaries. Last
chance to vote. And the likelihood of the same issue, the lawsuit.

Speaker Taylor:We’re OK for time, how many have we done?

Speaker Mercer: Half way. Last chance to vote. 48, OK.
Impact incomplete or outdated standards of practice lead to public outcry or a lawsuit against the CIA. Last

chance to vote. OK. And likelihood of incomplete or outdated standards. Last chance.
So this is the impact of a major financial firm, insurance or casualty, examples, becomes insolvent, example

UK Equitable. As Steve said I wonder what it would have been like a year ago before the last year of fun (ph),
difference in impact, difference in likelihood I think would be different.

Speaker Taylor: They’re most banks, though not insurance companies.

Speaker Mercer: That’s true. Last chance to vote. OK.

Speaker Taylor:Wow, they’re all over the map on that one.

Speaker Mercer:Were they? And the likelihood of a major financial firm going insolvent. Last chance to vote.
And the impact of member data is inadvertently released or is accessed i.e. a breach of privacy, this is the im-

pact. Last chance to vote. And the likelihood of member data being released. OK. Last chance to vote.
And the impact of a decrease in volunteerism leading to lower number of speakers at meetings and slower

process or creation and adoption of standards, guidance notes. Last chance to vote. And the likelihood of the
same. Last chance to vote.

And the impact of professional dues not keeping up with expenses. OK, last chance to vote. And the likeli-
hood of not collecting enough dues.

Speaker Taylor:We’re almost home guys I think there’s what two left?

Speaker Mercer: Two left. Last chance.

Speaker Taylor: So you’re all keeping up with you dues, I guess. There’s only like, two deadbeats in here somewhere.

(laughter)

Speaker Mercer: The impact of events such as annual general meetings no longer being financially sustainable
due to low attendance and lack of speakers.

Moderator Choquet: You can tell we had a challenge recruiting speakers at this meeting, seems to be coming back.
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(laughter)

Speaker Mercer: OK, last chance to vote.

Speaker Taylor: But once you offered the car we were like, we’re in.

(laughter)

Speaker Mercer: And the likelihood of this happening.

U-M: A question about technology again, in order that I can’t vote more than once for example, I noticed there’s
a number on here, now if I’m only participated in this on some sets of guarantee that there’s going to be anonymity,
do you have access to the way 134 voted on every one of these questions? Because the perception is here you might
have and at that point it intimidated me if I had some concerns that my votes were really might be... I don’t really
have that concern here

Speaker Taylor: No, so the software has to know which keypads are doing what otherwise it would be impossi-
ble to do anything it does, so you’re right. The way that we would protect you against that is we wouldn’t know,
like I don’t know, you know what I mean, and we have some very sensitive clients where we have to take all the
numbers off the keypads and make sure that it’s clear that there’s no way we know who’s got which keypad. So, it’s
a good question.

Speaker Mercer: So this is the impact of, oh…

Speaker Taylor:Now that we know that you have 134 we will be looking in it. (Laughter) Especially on the dues
one, we will be looking at that

Speaker Mercer: OK, that’s all

Speaker Taylor: Do we want also note the stakeholders difference because you did that?

(Whispering)

Speaker Taylor: So what we want to do, we’ll show you a couple views of the results and then maybe we’ll zero
in on a couple of the ones where, in fact, somewhere the group agreed and there are a lot where there is just com-
plete like, people at the high end, people at the low end, Big Buck in the middle saying, I’m not sure I know, so
let’s vote three here. It happens sometimes.

U-M: (off mike) [Can you compare them to previous results] ??

Speaker Taylor: Yes, yes we have both in here.

U-M: (off mike) …Another question while we’re getting there. I noticed that the number of votes being cast each
time varied within a small range and that may be significant, so the question is, is there some way that you can
take the results and determine why some people didn’t vote that is, were some people just too slow to get it in on
time versus they deliberately chose to remain silent on this particular question? That may have some…
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Speaker Taylor: If we were, especially in a smaller group, we’d definitely want to make sure that we get every key-
pad vote in and we’d have the keypads set up with an abstain function so here we’re just assuming maybe some
people just don’t want to vote on some of them and we’re just trying to get a general sense but yes, if you want to

enforce that every keypad goes in, you certainly can because you’d know exactly how many and if people don’t want
to vote then they still have to vote to say I don’t want to vote.

Moderator Choquet:While we’re loading up here, are there any other risks that people thought about while we
were doing this, that are not mentioned or opportunities?

Speaker Taylor: Is that stakeholders?

U-M: ??

Moderator Choquet: The comment was reliance on a single vendor for evaluation software purposes like…

U-M: I’m here to say, you don’t have to worry.

(laughter)

U-M: (off mike) I don’t have concerns. It’s low probability, high severity ??

U-M: (off mike) What about ??

U-M: (off mike)

Speaker Mercer:We’re saying the staff, if the staff of GG1(ph) when on strike?

Speaker Taylor:OK, so we’ll show you a couple of different views. The way we did the voting we had the board,
the online voting, we did the board and then we did non-board members and we set that up as a sort of two dif-
ferent what we call, stakeholder groups. So we’re going to look at a few of the risks that and see are there some big
variances between the way the board is thinking about the CIA and the members? In this case, there’s not really
any discrepancy at all. Here we certainly had the board feeling more strongly, generally more strongly about this
particular. Can we really like clarify this one for me even?

Moderator Choquet: So which bar is the board and which is…

Speaker Taylor: Blue. Blue is the board.

Speaker Mercer: Blue is the board. Green is the general members.

Moderator Choquet: So you’re saying that most of the board thinks that it’s probable that the lack of opportu-
nities that traditional employers and relegation of actuaries to narrow technical roles, it’s probable that it will hap-
pen. Whereas most of the membership, well it splits between more than likely and probable, but not membership,
I should say, the group who voted.

Speaker Taylor: The vote we just did?
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Speaker Mercer: So in comparison, the likelihood of lack of opportunities in the pre-survey was here and so
“mostly probable or more likely,” whereas the vote we just took most of the people were “somewhat likely to prob-
able”. So it’s a fairly different opinion from the…

Speaker Taylor: From the board to the members, there’s a significantly different opinion about that influence on

the opportunities, and for growth in the profession.

Speaker Mercer: You can also say that the board members are quite obviously moved from being “probable and
more than likely” before to now are all “somewhat likely.” So the board members changed their opinion from last
week to this week in terms of likelihood of this risk.

Speaker Taylor:Well we didn’t do the board today so…

Moderator Choquet: Today is only one, this room here. So this room here seems to be you know basically
saying, it’s less likely, that lack of opportunities and traditional employers.

U-M: I don’t understand this graph. Are those bars to represent? Do they add to 100%?

Speaker Taylor: No the number of voters on each bar.

U-M: The bottom scale is zero percent, 25%...

Speaker Taylor: You know what, the problem is because this is a little, actually an interesting thing we just found
here. It’s because the scales is picking from the smaller sample on the other one and it’s moving it over here. It’s
got them squished too much essentially. You can still get a sense of the, how the votes are spread with 23 and 11
being the bulk of the votes.

U-M: And on this graph I assume the blue is spurious, is it? Or do you have some keypad to identify ??

Speaker Mercer: Yes, when we did the original vote, I had the stakeholders, board members and non-board mem-
bers. Because that was in this information it’s carried it over, some of those keypads are identified as board mem-
bers although…

Speaker Taylor: That’s an error…

U-M: (off mike) Okay, that ‘s fine.

Speaker Mercer: That should be green I didn’t switch it before we did the vote today.

Speaker Taylor: You can’t count on these CA’s, they’re not detail-oriented.

U-M:We’ve noticed that.

(Laughter)

U-M: ??
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Speaker Taylor: So really the green…

Speaker Mercer: Average for all.

Speaker Taylor: The red one would be actually the right one because it’s average for everybody. So the group is
slightly below probable for that answer.

U-M: ??

Speaker Taylor: No. And you see where the average there is …

Speaker Mercer: In this case this is the original vote and the stakeholders do apply so the green and blue dots on
the right actually are relevant here for, this vote was the one taken before what we did use the stakeholders. So pre-
viously, new field being pursued, the impact was fairly severe, most people agreed and fairly equal between the board
and the non-board whereas now this is the vote that we took today, and it’s probably closer to major, major severe
as opposed to, fairly similar to the last vote before.

Speaker Taylor: The bars are deceptive.

U-M: [We are being compared to ??]

Speaker Taylor: Well, to the online vote that we did previously, yes. Sorry, maybe I didn’t understand what you
meant by the question. So we’re looking at how did we vote online, we’re looking at difference between the board
and the members online, and then we’re looking at difference the collective online vote and today’s vote.

U-M: [So it’s three views.]

Speaker Taylor: It’s kind of three views, yes.

Speaker Mercer: And on the likelihood of new fields being pursued by the professional associations, these were
the results from the pre-vote on the likelihood. So, mostly “somewhat likely” for the members although the board
thought it was “more probable” and today we found it’s most people think that it’s more than likely with some prob-
ables, 12…

Speaker Taylor: It’s still high.

Moderator Choquet: It’s quite high

Speaker Taylor: On this one I wouldn’t mind, Ted. I mean this is a very …you know, these are the types of re-
sults where normally, if you were facilitating a workshop you’d probably would stop the group and say this is prob-
ably interesting to talk about this because we have a lot of alignment that this is a pretty likely risk to occur but
then we do have still nine people that really are pretty much dismissing the likelihood of it. So it would be inter-
esting to hear from someone and this is where, you know, someone who actually voted low could speak up or some-
body who didn’t could try maybe guess at what would somebody might be thinking who doesn’t see this as a real
likely threat to the association. Anybody have any thoughts?
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U-M: (off mike) I think you may be missing the point by looking at the likelihood and impact separately because
someone who says this is remote might be also [thinking that the impact would be catastrophic], and the people
who are thinking it’s more likely might be because they don’t think that the impact is great. And indeed, it is al-

most certain that we’re going to have a low impact ??. So I would think it would be much more useful to look at
a two-dimensional scatter of the impact and likelihood ??.

Speaker Taylor: If you …

Speaker Mercer: Let me jump to that view. I need to have the right… So that was number two, new fields being
ignored, right in the middle here. So does that provide a better view in terms of two-dimensional scatter?

U-M: (off mike) That is still giving the average of both impact and likelihood. You’ve got 40 some votes, each one
of those has a likelihood and an impact. So that’s scattered ??.

Speaker Taylor: So if we said what’s essentially the aggregate between likelihood and impact, rate the risk, that’s
what you’re saying.

U-F & U-M: ??

Speaker Mercer: Steve, let’s take one risk and plop them scattered all over the map, for individual voters…

Speaker Taylor: Ohhhh. So you can do that, yes, so go to that one, click on the actual thing, double-click on it,
and then I think you, sorry go ahead.

U-M: I think the reason that this group thinks it’s more likelihood ??

Moderator Choquet: But part of the risk said, actuaries remaining on the sideline so that I think, I would find
it surprising that same people would think that actuaries would remain on the sideline even if there’s competition.

Speaker Mercer: Is that more relevant for you now? So this is showing the likelihood and impact for the votes
that came in relating to this specific risk. I think that’s what you were asking for.

U-M: ??

Speaker Mercer: So this was for the pre-vote.

Moderator Choquet: Do you have something for today?

Speaker Mercer: Yes. Do you want the impact on the x-axis?

Speaker Taylor: Doesn’t matter, whatever.

Speaker Mercer: There we are. That’s today’s vote on the impact and likelihood of this risk, the new fields.

Speaker Taylor: That’s the sort of insight that you’re saying is that generally speaking the people that voted it at
a higher likelihood were voting it sort of marginally impactful?
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U-M: (off mike) But see the diagonals going top left to bottom right are sort of in the same mindset. It’s the ones
that hopefully at the top right in terms the bottom left are the ones that are really ??

U-M: ??

Speaker Mercer:With a full risk assessment workshop, we’d have spent a lot more time defining the impact and

the definitions. You’re completely right, it’s a degree of how much time you have to spend on it.

U-M: (off mike) Isn’t it important also for the participants to keep in mind to keep the likelihood and the impact
independent of each other when they vote? When I’m voting on impact I shouldn’t let my…

Speaker Taylor: I was actually going to say that. To try and vote that way, like I’m thinking of the impact while
I’m thinking of the likelihood is not the right way to do it. Yes.

U-M: (off mike)… [I shouldn’t let my opinion of the impact influence my opinion about the likelihood.]

U-M: (off mike) I disagree completely because the impact, there’s a scenario of something happening which is an
enormous impact, catastrophic ??, but what’s the probability of that. Unless we’re all agreed, let’s consider a major
impact in this one, then we can all vote the likelihood for that. In fact you almost have to vote five likelihoods for
each impact. Then you’ve got…

Speaker Taylor: So, take the example of the financial institution failure, right? So either you believe they’re going
to fail or they’re not and you believe they’re some degree of likelihood that they’re going to fail which however cat-
astrophic that’s going to be, is a separate question. But it’s interesting because some of these risks are a little bit…

U-M: That one is much more independent… ??

U-M: [The proper way of doing it is, you ask for ?? first, then the impact is a condition ??. If ?? what is the condition?]

Speaker Taylor: I agree. You said it’s going to happen.

U-M: ??

Speaker Taylor: Pardon? You’re saying how likely is it that it’s going to happen and now you said it happens how
big of a deal is it if it happens?

U-M: ??

Speaker Taylor:We have a question at the back.

U-M: (off mike) ?? [I have a comment, not a question, and I think it’s important. When you think about likeli-
hood of impact. ?? for themselves in 10 years or 20 years. Some people may be thinking the next couple of years,
so the likelihood is going to be quite different. It would be important to define the next five years… ??]

Speaker Taylor: …Versus this year, yes. No, you’re absolutely right. That’s why I say like, we would normally
spend on the criteria more time than we’re going to spend today on the votes and it does invariably, especially maybe
with certain types of crowds having certain type of analytical minds, it can degenerate fairly quickly into what is
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three. And so, by negative example we’ve proven our point that it’s really good to invest that time up front to flush
out the criteria and what it means and you know, however, the concept that you came with of the voting the whole
matrix of likelihoods and impacts, I haven’t actually heard that before but, there are some concepts where maybe

yes, at this severity it’s this likely. I want to let that one sink in but there’s something there for sure. But normally
it is how likely is it, and it now has occurred, move on from likely, and how impactful is it?

U-M: Could some member of the leadership comment on whether or not there’s ?? process today do anything or
is this about the process, the learning in our individual practice areas ??

Speaker Taylor: Our understanding was, it was about the process.

U-M: (off mike) It’s more looking at process.

U-M: Good.

Moderator Choquet: As part of our activities at the ERM Applications Committee, we will communicate the
results of this session in a format for the membership to know about but the purpose today was really to explain
the process and show the tools.

Speaker Mercer: One other point I think Jean-Yves brought up was the timeframe with which you’re assessing
these risks. The other aspect which Steve mentioned at the very beginning of the presentation was causality be-
tween the different risks. Now most of the risks we have here are very independent but we could go through a
process where we compare the risks and how they affect each other, right? We can do that within the software not
for right now but that would be part of the process which I think would add a lot and you’d end up with a spider
chart saying this risk affects this one and this one which affects two or three more, it’s called interpretive structural
modeling which I think would add a lot of value in the end to this sort of discussion given the fact that you are
very concerned, very interested in the fact that it’s a time frame, it’s the definition of the criteria, do you vote im-
pact or likelihood first? That causality between the risks would be another step you could add into that discussion.

U-M: ??

Speaker Taylor: That’s what I was hoping to do. I was thinking more where we had more disagreement. Actually
there’s another, if you go to the table view, you can view the, you want to fix those columns again, you can view
it by gap.

Speaker Mercer: So what this is showing is the degree of agreement or disagreement for each of the impact and
likelihood. These two columns here are for the pre-vote and the impact two and the likelihood two are today’s vote.
So looking at…

Speaker Taylor: Let’s look at today’s - the impact two ones.

Speaker Mercer: Sorry?

Speaker Taylor: So number two there - point 87, let’s go to that.

U-M: Point 87
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Speaker Taylor: I don’t actually know how that number gets generated, but the lower the number is the lower the
level of agreement, basically. So it’s just a quick way to get to a view that says, OK, where were we more aligned where
were we less aligned? Might be better if we take those other two. This was the idea of new fields being pursued by

other professional associations and actually I think this one of the ones I picked out before, but we have a couple,
not a couple people, we have you know eight people that really don’t feel that that is you know this concept of com-
petition with let’s say accountants or lawyers or other types of professionals, CMA’s, is really going to have a big im-
pact on the association and we have some that feel very, very strongly so I’m wondering if we can pull out some ideas
of … And again you don’t have to have had voted let’s say, catastrophic for this but what might somebody be think-
ing that you know is this literally the end of the profession if we don’t, got to win this battle to expand.

U-M: I’d like just to ask a question, we’re risk professionals ??

Speaker Taylor: I didn’t hear the question.

U-M: ??

Moderator Choquet: Is the mike working? OK. We’re risk professionals, how many CRO’s that are well known
today are actuaries now? So I think it’s a good question to ask.

U-F: ??

Moderator Choquet: Yes, so in the insurance sector, probably you’ll find more and the question is “will there be
actuaries, CRO’s outside of the financial sector in the future?”

Speaker Taylor: Sir?

U-M: I go back to the early 1970’s when the accountants started getting involved in statements. Prior to that time
it was primarily an actuarial function. How many Canadian companies today is the Chief Financial Officer an ac-
tuary? Not an awful lot. There’s been a huge decline. The prestige of the actuarial profession over the last 40, 50
years. I think if we lose the Chief Risk Officer, we’re going to find that in another 20 years, the person who’s sign-
ing the statements is not an actuary.

U-F: I see what you’re saying but I saw it as a different perspective. This risk when I read it, it’s talking about new
fields, so not taking away from what we already do today but new fields. There was a risk where we talked about
you know, the government taking away certain things that we already do and I think that that is a huge risk be-
cause that could reduce our scope. This is talking about increasing their scope and maybe the impact on the CIA,
so the impact is no change if we don’t increase the scope.

U-M: I think if we don’t increase the scope then we increase the likelihood that the others ??, we’re sort of on a
circle. ?? which no matter where we start is really the difference between us.

U-F: Yeah.

U-M: If your scope narrowed too much, ??

U-F: Are we talking about losing growth opportunities or are we talking about losing what we have today? I think
it’s just a matter of how the question is phrased …
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Speaker Mercer: I think this is the question, that the other question you’re referring to, this is today and tradi-
tional situations whereas the other question was for new fields and funnily enough they have very similar layouts
in terms of having 12 people thinking this is a moderate or minor against the new fields vote was eight people at

the bottom. Both risks, the impact of them, the group feels from today’s vote that there’s a lot of disparity among
the voters today.

Speaker Taylor: Any other comments on this trend? You know, it’s interesting when you take a view back 40
years, and it does speak to some of the points about how we define the time around these risks but do you feel like
that is a trend that was like that for a while and has flattened out or is it still continuing?

U-M: The whole thing is continuing. I can remember calling the auditors in my office and making them explain
what they had done because I was signing, preparing the balance sheet for the company, not the auditors. You try
to do that today. I can remember being told when I took over a valuation department at a major company that if
the auditors ever went into the valuation I was to throw them out the door and I looked at the guy and said, huh?
He said, I did it. He became the chief actuary in the Great West. It’s a very, very, very different climate to what we
have today. I see the new international standards set by the accountants, no actuarial role whatsoever. I see con-
tinuation. I know I’m a lot older.

Speaker Taylor: Hm, hm, fascinating

Moderator Choquet: Steve, I think we’re going to have to wrap up

Speaker Taylor: Oh we do? OK. All right. Well that’s good, I mean I think again, this was about some exposure
to the process and a couple of different tools but I think that also you can see just by diving in on a couple of the
risks, you can see that it really can foster some great debate and discussion and learning and so it’s quite powerful
that way. Anyway thanks very much everybody we really appreciate the opportunity and I’m glad that my list of
actuarial friends has gone from one to 50, just in one day, like that, but thanks.

(Applause)

Speaker Taylor: I’m going to the door to wait for my keypad.

Moderator Choquet: I’d just like to thank…

Speaker Taylor: You can just leave them on the chairs, it’s the easiest thing…

Moderator Choquet: I’d just like to thank Steve Taylor and Ted Mercer from Resolver for showing us the tech-
nology that can be used to quantify unquantifiable risks and I’m sure there’s a lot more also that you guys have but
didn’t have the time to show. In terms of risk assessment at the CIA I think we could have another session and many
discussions about this that could be the topic of another session at some point. So thank you very much for
attending and we’ll see you at the next session.

(Applause)
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